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Example of a story item:
“Catch me if you can”

“Rejection” story: Teacher insists on equations

How algebra teachers talk about alternative
solution methods for word problems?
No preference for
I feel like the teacher had in her head there’s
equations – “Acceptance”
one‐ there’s only one way to do this [word
of alternative solutions for
problem] which is by an equation. And that’s
solving word problems (e.g.
not true. (MS3, 10, 1)
numeric, tabular, graph).

Preference for solutions
that involve writing and
solving of equation –
“Rejection” of alternative
solution methods.

At some time, the student needs to be able
to take the statement and put it into
symbols‐ write a mathematical equation for
that statement. And I don’t know, are we
veering away from that [writing an equation
for WP]? [….] He’s gonna have to do it at
some time in his career;… (MS3, Int 10)

Questions asked regarding the stories:
Question
What did you see happening in this scenario?
Viewed as facilitation of work on solving word
problems, how appropriate was the teacher’s
work in this scenario?

Type
open ended
Likert (1 ‐ 6)
1: Very
Inappropriate
6: Very Appropriate

Please explain your reasoning.
Viewed as facilitation of work on solving word
problems, how appropriate was the teacher’s
response to Yellow’s solution?

open ended

Please explain your reasoning.

open ended

Likert (1 ‐ 6)
1: Very
Inappropriate
6: Very Appropriate

Participants’ comments about represented teacher’s
acceptance or rejection of alternative solutions to word
problems
Obtained from Study groups

Obtained from open‐ended data

No preference
for equations
“Acceptance”
of alternative
solution
strategies.

I feel like the teacher had in her
head there’s one‐ there’s only one
way to do this [word problem]
which is by an equation. And that’s
not true. (MS3, 10, 1)

The teacher was only willing to
accept the traditional algebraic way
of solving the problem. Teachers
should never devaluate a students
contribution especially if it is
absolutely correct. (2301_1107)

Preference for
solutions that
involve writing
and solving of
equation –
“rejection” of
alternative
solution
methods.

Yellow has the answer to the story
At some time, the student needs to
problem, but fail to use algebra.
be able to take the statement and
Some students did not understand
put it into symbols‐ write a
how he/her arrived at the solution.
mathematical equation for that
…. The teacher called Blue to present
statement. And I don’t know, are
we veering away from that [writing his/her work. Blue's work has table or
chart that is easy to follow. …. the
an equation for WP]? [….]. He’s
teacher is doing perfectly well
gonna have to do it at some time in
professionally. (23001_1088)
his career;… (MS3, Int 10).

Appraisals of
teacher’s actions
in the story with
Yellow
Positive
appraisal
Negative
appraisal
Cannot be
determined

Recognition of “Rejection” of Yellow’s
reasoning
Yes
No
“Acceptance”

6

5

Recognition of
rejection and
agreement with it.

Interpreted the story
as acceptance and
supported it.

Other

23
Recognition of
rejection but
disagreement with it.

0
10
Attending to
unrelated aspects
of the story.

Norm instrument: using the stories
• Stories that represent classroom situations in which
a student volunteers a non‐standard solution.
• The stories constructed in pairs: “acceptance” or
“rejection”.
In the “Rejection story”
The represented teacher
prefers solutions with
equations over a student
solution that does not use
equations.

In the “Acceptance story”
The represented teacher
accepts student’s solution
that does not involve
equations as viable work on
word problems.

“Acceptance” story
(Pink presents a numeric solution)

Judgments of the appropriate‐ness of the
teacher’s “rejection” of Yellow’s reasoning vs.
“acceptance” of Pink’s reasoning
Judgments of
appropriateness
of teacher’s
actions in the
story

Preference for
No preference for
solutions that involve
solutions that involve
writing and solving of
writing and solving of
equation. “Rejection” equations. “Acceptance”
of Yellow’s solution.
of Pink’s solution.
N=44
N=47

Appropriate

20
45.5%

45
95.7%

Inappropriate

24
54.5%

2
4.3%

Comparison of two types of stories in
Norm‐story instrument:
Stories in which the teacher

Stories in which the teacher

shows preference

shows no preference

towards solutions with
equations are:
• More informative.
• Teachers’ responses are
more diverse.

towards solutions with
equations are:
• Less informative.
• Teachers exhibit
overwhelming support
for teacher’s actions in
these stories.

Norms instrument: close‐ended survey
Likert scale 1‐6 (1: very inappropriate, 6 – very appropriate)
5 questions of each type.
When discussing students' solution
Example of a
methods for word problems, how
“rejection” item:
Do teachers prefer appropriate is it for an algebra teacher to
solutions with
discuss only solution methods that use
equations?
equations?
Example of an
When discussing students' solution
“acceptance”
methods for word problems, how
item: Is there no
appropriate is it for an algebra teacher to
special preference
discuss multiple solution methods,
for solutions with
including ones that do not use equations?
equations?

Judgments of appropriate‐ness of
preference / no preference towards solutions to
word problems with / without equations.
Closed Norms instrument. N=41
Preference for solutions
that involve writing and
solving of equation.
“Rejection” of
alternative solution

No preference for
solutions that involve
writing and solving of
equations. “Acceptance”
of alternative solution

Appropriate

60.5%

86.3%

(4,5,6)

Mean score = 4.86

Mean score = 5.23

Inappropriate

39.5%

13.7%

(1,2,3)

Mean score = 2.18

Mean score = 2.5

Judgments of
appropriateness

Cluster analysis
• Participants are grouped into clusters based
on their responses to:
– Closed‐ended items in Norm‐story instrument (a
story with Yellow);
– “Rejection” items in Norm‐closed survey.

• Cross‐reference with categories generated in
analysis of open‐ended responses.

Cluster analysis – Initial results
N = 33
Cluster 1 : N=21
• Scored higher on every
tested variable.
• Appropriate to prefer
solutions with equations
over solutions that do
not involve equations.

Cluster 2 : N=12
• Scored lower on every
tested variable.
• Inappropriate to prefer
solutions that involve
writing equations over
other types of solutions.

